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the walking dead reader inserts worry - worry pairing carl x reader word count 697 summary you go missing on a run and carl is left distraught more it s no secret that you and carl are completely, the baker upstairs carmelitas - carmelitas the best cookie you will ever make each bite is an delicious balance of gooey caramel chocolate chips and crunchy and sweet cookie, the baker upstairs the best soft sugar cookies - the best soft sugar cookies for the cookies 1 cup 8 ounces butter softened 1 cup sugar 2 eggs 1 tablespoon vanilla 3 cups flour 3 teaspoons baking powder, harry potter imagines charlie x reader percy s friend - charlie x reader percy s friend part 2 at dinner i sat next to percy and harry percy and i were chatting about this school year and our plans for the future, should thomas jefferson x reader hamilfam - should thomas jefferson x reader sweetie where are you thomas exclaimed from the bottom of the stair case you and him were having a movie date when you, till the end your period steve rogers x reader - your period steve rogers x reader pairing steve rogers x reader featuring clint Barton bucky barnes and tony stark word count 1161 words warnings some swearing, pansey draco x reader lockhart imagines - pansey draco x reader can you do one where you re dating draco and he gets mad at you during a fight bc you don t like pansey and he thinks it s bc you, a little swimming lesson gerard way x reader inactive - request none i got bored pairing gerard x reader warnings fluff swearing summary the reader finally decides to do something about gerard s non existent, reader insert imagines jim moriarty x reader the professor - jim moriarty x reader the professor warning s none jim s a bit ooc a n i m not completely satisfied with this one but i hope it s still enjoyable i made, reader inserts alpha oikawa x omega reader - alpha oikawa x omega reader you had walked into your room to find a jacket to put on over your outfit so you wouldn t freeze on your date what you hadn t, min yoongi x reader subtleyoongs tumblr com - min yoongi x reader if you reblog any of my fanfictions i would love for you to tag them since i like reading your reactions y i finally updated this i like, welcome to my serenity circle henry mills x reader smut - henry mills x reader smut requested by cronedeyofdeath word count 2 961 working part time in mr gold s shop had its luxuries, till the end jealousy tony stark x reader imagine - jealousy tony stark x reader imagine tony and you had been out for dinner celebrating your first anniversary he definitely was the best thing that ever happened to, the way it was steve rogers x reader pt 2 - the way it was steve rogers x reader pt 2 it s late and i need sleep jazz song the way it was by the killers request other characters featured sam wilson, overwatch fics 365 days mccree x reader - 365 days mccree x reader a n angst and long and probably terrible and doesn t make sense sorry 365 days that sounds like a long, winchesters x sister reader real or fake - winchesters x sister reader real or fake imagine being kidnapped by a shapeshifter who takes your form and sam and dean must choose who they think is the real you, please listen batfamily x reader dc marvel imagines - please listen batfamily x reader request you could do an imagine where the reader has a very close relationship with the batfamily and they all call for the reader, long awaited javier x reader detownley tumblr com - long awaited javier x reader note oh my god i was finally able to write something after weeks of writers block thank christ for that hallelujah have, the struggling reader ascd - literacy strategies for grades 4 12 by karen tankersley table of contents chapter 1 the struggling reader the brain and reading Wolfe and nevills 2004, so far away bts x reader hybrid au 03 serendipity - so far away bts x reader hybrid au 03 pairing ot7 bts x reader hybrid types reader red fox hybrid kim seokjin red panda hybrid min yoongi panther, peter parker x stark reader so your a stark safe place - peter parker x stark reader so your a stark part 1 hello to my 11 followers i thought i should do a little series story so i hope you all enjoy it so here it is, a day at the potters teddy x reader lockhart imagines - a day at the potters teddy x reader can i request a gryffindor reader x edward remus lupin reader is a family friend of the potters and ends up, namesake thomas jefferson x reader hamimagines tumblr com - september 12th with 759 notes namesake thomas jefferson x reader masterlist request queue warnings kinky southern lovin if you have a nickname kink this is, let me love you roman godfrey x reader amateur poet - let me love you roman godfrey x reader another anon request this time for the og daddy roman godfrey from the hemlock grove series if you enjoyed it a like rt is, how do you know when it s time to remodel family handyman - you love your home and don t want to sell yet you find yourself wishing for a few changes perhaps a larger kitchen a reconfigured upstairs an, george x reader goodnight weasley yelsaew tumblr com - george
x reader goodnight okay i overestimated myself here with the two imagines i originally wanted to post a request today but i couldn't finish that one. **fictional imagines i m not okay gale hawthorne** - i m not okay gale hawthorne pairing gale hawthorne x reader request well hey can you please write a gale one shot where you had volunteered as tribute instead, **tate langdon is a god all apologies tate langdon x reader** - all apologies tate langdon x reader requested reader tells him that she loves him like never loved anyone before she loves him more than her family herself and, **show me roger taylor x reader x ben hardy** - show me roger taylor x reader x ben hardy summary smut 2 3k words of smut feat banter and snuggles the three of you were laying side by side in bed chests, **midnight delight philip hamilton x reader** - philip you whisper yelled philip you need to get up you shook his shoulder and he mumbled something philip i don't know when my parents will be, **reader favorites best walt disney world counter service** - whelp it's time to re visit one of our favorite topics around here disney world counter service restaurants we polled our readers back in 2009 for their, **funniest jokes of all time reader s digest** - let the arguments begin our humor editor says that these gags make him laugh every single time see if you agree, **writing joker fanfiction the joker x reader the work** - the joker x reader the work wife part 4 you've been working for the joker for the past 10 years you speak and act for him and no matter the circumstances, **rte 29 the borrower and the boy the borrowers mary** - the borrower and the boy by mary norton reader s theater edition 29 adapted for reader s theater or readers theater by aaron shepard from the book the